
VERSATILE VERTICAL FOUR-TRACK
PANELS OFFER 75% VENTILATION

These panels can be custom-made and are available in

twin and triple units with a continuous head and sill to fit vir-

tually any space. Their clean lines and pleasing proportions

complement the style of any home. The lightweight vinyl-glazed

panels can be raised or lowered effortlessly to open up three-

quarters of the window area, or can be easily removed and stored

for the season, leaving screens in place. Panels tilt in for easy

cleaning and can be ordered in tinted colors to reduce solar heat

gain.

Let the breeze in.
Keep the weather out.

Add more livability to your screened porch, deck, gazebo

or pool enclosure with PGT Eze-Breeze Sliding Panels.

They’re versatile, attractive, strong and easy to operate.

Open, they let in the breeze while screening out insects

and debris. Closed, they provide protection from summer

sun and changeable weather. Because Eze-Breeze

Sliding Panels are uniquely designed and custom-made,

they make it easy to enclose your existing porch.

STRONG VINYL GLAZING
The strong vinyl glazing used in Eze-Breeze Sliding

Panels is lighter in weight and more affordable than

glass. The tough 10-mil vinyl offers a panoramic view,

while keeping wind and weather out. If accidentally

distorted, the vinyl will return to its original shape within

minutes. If cut or damaged, it can be replaced easily

and inexpensively by your distributor.

PGT® Eze-Breeze® FOR MORE ENJOYABLE OUTDOOR LIVING
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NEW

The PGT Series 100 Cabana Door is an ideal companion to Eze-Breeze. This quality door’s 1-3/4”

heavy aluminum framing is complimented by our vinyl glazed vertical four track windows, is fully

weatherstripped and comes standard with a deadbolt lock. It is manufactured to close tolerances to

ensure a strong, dependable door designed to withstand the weather. The door is prehung with

three heavy duty hinges in your choice of left or right and is also available as an inswing or outswing

door. Standard sizes are 3’0 x 6’8”, 2’8” x 6’8” and 2’6” x 6’8”. However custom sizes are also

available. Door configurations are pictured below and consist of a full style with a 12” kick plate, half

style with a 32” kick plate (ideal when adding a pet door), and full view style with no kick plate.
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FRAME COLORS VINYL COLORS SCREEN TYPES

1814 Charcoal
1814 Gray

2020 Charcoal
2020 Gray

White Bronze Almond Clear Bronze Gray

EZE-BREEZE® VERTICAL FOUR TRACK and SERIES 100 CABANA DOOR OPTIONS

PGT® SERIES 100 CABANA DOOR

Full Style
(PG 1)

Half Style
(PG 2)

Full View Style
(PG 5)

Distributed By:

pgtindustries.com

TWIN & TRIPLE
CONTINUOUS HEAD & SILL UNITS

Twin Triple

It just got easier to install Eze-Breeze Vertical Four Track Units. The
continuous head and sill option makes it simpler than ever to install
Eze-Breeze into larger openings.
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